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During the Fall Semester of 2020, I was tasked with creating an abstract color 
field composition based upon a song. I chose Jimi Hendrix’s version of the Bob Dylan 
classic, “All Along the Watchtower.” I grew up listening to Hendrix and Dylan, so this 
was an obvious choice for me. I began my research by listening to both versions of the 
song and imagining how I could visually represent the searing guitar sounds of 
Hendrix, while also portraying the moody essence of the Dylan lyrics. I chose bright 
and electric color swirls over a layered purple backdrop, as I felt it would shock the 
senses as much as the guitar and singing did when I first heard the song. I felt it was 
important to create layers of shapes swirling around the composition much like the 
layers of sound created by the electric guitar and drums permeate your ears as you 
listen. Jimi’s singing and playing style are loud and brash, suggesting to me that the 
shapes and color I chose must be just as bold and dynamic. The layers of purple 
represent the dark mysteriousness of the lyrics, and overlaying the bright shapes 
demonstrates how the contrasting blasts of sound created by Hendrix dominates the 
track.  
 I feel that the movement created by the swirling shapes not only leads the 
viewer’s eye throughout the composition, but also forms an asymmetric balance. Drop 
shadows create a sense of depth in two-dimensional space, allowing the viewer to 
imagine the shapes moving about organically much like the waves of sound created by 
the electric guitar and percussion of the song. The composition could be more 
effective if some of the line work had more continuity instead of always running out 
of frame. For example, the green lines running through the middle could bend back 
toward the bottom left as opposed to leaving the color field entirely. The green lines 
in the bottom left or the top right might seem less randomly placed if they connected 
to the central group of green lines in some way within the composition.  
 When researching for this assignment, I looked at a lot of work created by 
abstract expressionists like color field artist Mark Rothko as well as action painters 
like Jackson Pollock and Franz Kline. I felt that the intense and often spontaneous 
guitar riffs from Hendrix should be represented abstractly and found artists that filled 
their canvases much like Hendrix filled the soundwaves. The shades of purple in the 
background were my attempt to create a moody two-toned color field much like 
Rothko, with the dynamic and random neon strokes layered on top being my nod 
toward the feverish splashes of Pollock’s painting style and the distinctive line work of 
Kline. I drew my shapes and lines randomly as I listened to the track, trying to 
channel the expressive gestures I imagined these artists used when creating their 
work as well as how I felt while hearing one of my favorite songs.  
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